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Communist Party, Turkey (KP)’s upswing at the
1st November election resulted with a 20 percent
growth in members
KP evolved the result of fivefold increase
in its votes at the last elections, into an
organization campaign.
This campaign became the only hope
and the bright development in Turkey
for a new year stepping in darkly with
intensified oppression of AKP, the
intentions for an oppressive Sunnite
regime, heavy battle in the Kurdish villages
and the bombs of the IS triggerman.
In three months time, workers, dwellers

of the labour districts in the cities and the
youth replied strongly to KP’s appeal.
Through these 3 months KP has grown 20
percent. More than half of the newcomers
were waged labourers. One third of the
total participation were 16 to 25 years
generation of the youth and almost half
were women.
There were ceremonies in the big city
centres, where the incomers were
presented with Party badges.

“The miners sliced the cake with the note “to safe and
sound new years” after they shared prayers for their
colleagues who lost their lives. Minister of Energy
and Natural Sources Berat Albayrak and Minister
of Employment and Social Security Süleyman
Soylu celebrated the new year at 425 metres deep
underground with the miners. ‘We were in Saudi
Arabia yesterday. It was an important visit for
Turkey. In spite of the weather conditions, we’ve
come to Zonguldak. We had promised. We kept our
promise even there was bad weather’ said Albayrak.”
Quoted from the News on January 1st 2016

‘1712 PEOPLE DIED IN THIS WAR LAST YEAR’
Turkey has greeted the new year with missiles into
houses, cannon rumbles, bodies on the streets and
child deaths. From now on there is a declared war.
Everybody speaks about “peace”, yet while words say
peace hands act for war. For years he exploited the
feelings saying “no tears for mothers”, yet now the
Dictator himself makes millions of mothers suffer.
Meanwhile an undeclared war has been continuing
non stop in this country.

Kıratlı, who was killed alongside Muhterem from
Osmaniye and Kalender Ballı, was 41 years old, from
Akkuş, Ordu.
So, should we be pleased since we have Minister of
Employment having new years party 425 metres
underground with workers? Should we feel happy
thinking, “we have Minister of Energy keeping his
promise in spite of the bad weather and meeting
miners”? Because they posed the press?

Kadri Balta was killed on 24th December at Maslak.
He was working at a construction job, he crushed on
the ground when the stage lines broke. He was killed
in İstanbul, buried in his home town, Nusaybin. He
was just 19. Like hundred thousands similar to him he
was trying to survive, working at construction jobs,
far away from home. The same construction areas
where some other workers’ masses going after “big
brothers from rightist seedbeds” broke into to attack
Kurdish speaking workers…

1712 workers lost their lives in the year 2015 so far.
This war won’t end smoothly. Because this is not a
war between two fraternal nations but between the
bosses and the workers… The labour and capital… The
capital always wins and the war goes on and on. The
deaths continue to happen. Injustices proceed. In
order to stop this war, labour should win.

Murat Kıratlı was killed on 29th December at Sivas.
He was working at a irrigation channel construction.
He was one of the three casualties after the landslide.

Choose your side correctly.
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The workers, labourers, intellectuals serving labour
not money…

And your war as well...

